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Cronograma 

Fecha de entrega 
del docente 

Fecha   de entrega 
del estudiante 

Devolución del 
trabajo 

revisado al estudiante 

Fecha de 
sustentación. Omitir o 
agregar 

esta casilla 

Workshop 1. 
Workshop 2. 
Workshop 3. 
Workshop 4. 

  N/A 

Valoración 
del proceso 

Actividad Valoración 
numérica 

1-5 

Observaciones 

 

WORKSHOP 1 

1. Read the text. 

2. Make a list of new words with their meaning. 

3. Write a list of sentences in present continuous. 

4. Explain the structure of present continuous. 

5. Answer the questions 

F-45 

CRITERIOS PROPUESTOS PARA REALIZAR EL TRABAJO Y SUPERACIÓN DE DIFICULTADES. 

Objectives: 

General: Encouraging students' interest in reading 

Specifics: 

 To develop strategies to improve reading comprehension.  

 To identify the main ideas of texts or paragraphs. 
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WORKSHOP 2 

 
      1.Read the text. 

      2. Make a list of new words with their meaning 

      3. Explain the structure of simple present tense. 

      4. Write a short description of your daily routine. 

      5.Answer the questions. 



WORKSHOP 3 

 
 

1. Read the text 

2. Make the list of new words with their meaning 

3. Explain the structure of simple past  

4. Write a list of verbs in past and past participle. 

5. Answer the questions. 

 



WORKSHOP 4 

 
 

1. Read the text 

2. Make the list of new words with their meaning 

3. Explain the structure of past continuous.  

4. Write a list of verbs in past and past participle. 

5. Answer the questions 



 

WORKSHOP 5 
 

PRESent Perfect Story 1 

By Really Learn EngliSh www.really-learn-english.com 

Who are they? What have they done? What hAS happened? 

Linda has just walked outside with Grandmother. She wears an apron. So far, she has finished cleaning and 

washing. She has also gathered seeds and crumbs. 

 
Now Linda and Grandmother are outside. Linda has just dropped some seeds on the ground to feed the birds. 

The birds have not come yet. 

 
Recently, Grandmother has moved in with Linda's family. She now enjoys living with them. 

 
Grandmother has already sat down on the bench. She also wears an apron. She has just finished cooking. 

Grandmother and Linda wait for the birds. They have seen birds in the yard before. Grandmother has always 

liked to watch the birds. Linda has always liked to feed them. 

A. Answer the following questions. Use the Present Perfect tense. 

 

 

1. What has Linda finished doing so far? What has she just dropped on the ground? 

 

 

 

2. Where has Grandmother moved recently? What has Grandmother just finished doing? 

 

 

http://www.really-learn-english.com/?utm_source=RLE-freebie&utm_medium=free-pdf&utm_campaign=www-1


 

3. What has Grandmother always liked to do? What has Linda always liked to do? 

 

 

 

 

B. Rewrite the following sentences as negative sentences, yes/no questions and WH-questions 

(using the underlined word or phrase). 

 
 
 

1. Linda has just dropped some seeds on the ground. 
 
    Negative:     
 

Yes/No Question:     

 

WH-Question:     

 

2. Grandmother has moved in with Linda's family. 
 
    Negative:     
 

Yes/No Question:     

 

WH-Question:     

 

3. Grandmother has always liked to watch the birds. 
 
    Negative:     
 

Yes/No Question:     

 

WH-Question:     

 
  

Examples for the sentence “Nick has broken the 

glass.” 

Negative: Nick has not broken the glass. 

Yes/No Question: Has Nick broken the glass? 

WH-Question: Who has broken the glass? 

Tag Question: Nick has broken the glass, hasn't he? 



WORKSHOP 6 

 

 



6. Read the text 

7. Make the list of new words with their meaning 

8. Explain the structure of past continuous.  

9. Write a list of verbs in past and past participle. 

10. Answer the questions 

 


